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1. Since, the .twelfth session of/ the .Commission held in Nairobi (Kenya) in/ ■
February 1975- 'the Executive. Committee had held its' thirtcehttii Fourtecniih and ■.:
.fifteenth-riieetingSj/'as well as ah. extraordinary,- .mooting;, to "review progress
and to .define the objectives for. the1'implementation'"of resolutions and recommends- ■

tions adopted by the-third "meeting of/the Conference of Ministers.- The work of

the. Committee jhad dealt .particularly 'with the setting ;up"of' the 'new international
economic order in Africa" for the next 10 years, in this conne^on,' a revised,

framework.of principles had been worked out, as well'as a medium-term programme- ■.

of work,for I976-I98I.. The other major tasks to which the Executive Committee

paid special attention were: the'implementation of the% raedium-^term plan,-the'

restructuring:of the, secretariat and-some., o*f * the .institutional/mechanisms

dealing with economic co-operation and development in Africa, as wcllas'the

establishment of.an African centre for the careful analysis of governmental

policies and for ..studies on the. strategy of development,

2. One of the most important cfucstiohs' facing the Executive Committee" and--one : r

which necessitated the'calling'of an extraordinary, meeting was:tliat of the ' • '

revised framework of principles for the.'establishjaon-t of 'the new international

economic, order in "Africa 1976-198l-'1986, ."' ".'!'■ " '

3. In order to follow up resolutions 3201 (S-Vl) and 3202 (S~Vl) of the- ': *
General

out

which

main thrust of. the dlocum.eiit was' to ermine 'the' evaluation of the strategy for the..

development'of./vfricaii. countries. Particular stress, was laid on economic-autonomy,

industrial development, rural"transformation^ problem's which the least developed.
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of the developing countries .must face, and alao on the urgent need for regional

co-operation. Also underlined was the necessity for all African Governments to

attach real importance to regional cconoLiic co-operation- It was recalled that

moat of the countries in the region have small populations and that the viability

of industrial projects depends in particular on the expansion of ..larkets. In '

this respect, the setting up of regional economic co-operation is an essential

means of ensuring the development of African countries- ■ . . ". ..'

4. After examining the document before it, the Committee believed that it was. of - *

great importance and that it constituted a comprehensive analysis of the problem

and of the ways and means of development in African countries. However, the

Couxaittec believed that the prograi.i-.ie of action set out in the document provided

only a broad framework and that it was necessary to go on to a detailed examina

tion of specific problems'in order to" take them into account in a programme of action

which would stretch over a period of 10 years. It was agreed that the "decisions

previously taken by the Committee on the subject of food problems, problems of the

arid zones, of industrialization, agriculture, etc., should all be incorporated

into the strategy for the development of the continent. The Co';xiittee recommended

that more attention should be given to the question of changing the living conditions

of rural populations and that substantial resources should be set aside for the

implementation of agriculture and essential social infrastructures. The Connitteo

also called attention to the important question of the environment, including the ■

deterioration of the soil, and it estimated that during the revision of the strategy

it will be necessary to take environmental problems into account.

5. Cn another level,, the Committee pointed out'thai; it was necessary to examine

in detail those questions dealing with financial resourcesj with the revision of
the international monetary system, with the question of international solvency

and with the possibility of using special drawing 'rights. It would' be necessary:
to spend more time on the introduction of the document and the reasons.for which:

the new international economic order had( for Africa, greater importance than ;. •

for any other region. In this respect, it would also be necessary to make

particular mention of:the fact that the per capita income in Africa was very low
and did not even meet basic needs, that Africa is the least- developed.region of :
the world, that'the balance of payments of African countries had rapidly deteriorated,

and had given rise to the vital role played by foreigi trade in-the economy of"

African countries. r • .

6. Many other questions were raised and following the detailed discussions it

was agreed that'the documents - including the several suggestions made bythe
Committee - should be submitted to the Governments of the member States, to the

specialized institutions, and to various African organizations such as' ADB, IIEP, ".

and OAU for scrutiny, .comments and suggestions-, The Committee decided to call ui _

extraordinary meeting in order to examine the revised project, and the various ' ,

proposals received by the secretariat.
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7...-,... At.its.extraordinary meeting held, in Addis Ababa; ir, February ^1976, the Committee

was. presented vath.a, rqvisedjvcrsion of the strategy (D/CN..lV^o/59/'Rev't0 v;hicil, -. .
took into" account' the comments received by the secretariat. However, the Committee . ...

requested that the representatives of the nicmbcr Governments which had not sub

mitted their" remarks in written forms should do sb.- ; ' '- ' ■ ■ ' . -• ■

8. -, In■•dcaling-'Vri.th.'the' introduction of the document, the'Committee suggested" ^ ■ '--'--

that more-importance-should-be given to the political will of^the member States in ;■.:

establishment of anevr international economic order; . In order, to give the document-

greater weight, statistical data should accompany the analysis in the'introduction , •:'

and it would be necessary to(underline the agreements and obligations contracted
by_ the African'countries, during their meetings with "the OAU, especially .those of .Heads

of States and governments and in the,General Assembly.' Itwouldalso be necessary in. the

introduction to1 try to"'define "the long-term arid short-term strategics for "the " .

establishment of the-now international economic order'.*
,- , ,.,.._■ ■ . - ' ■■,.']

9... ' In the. field'of agriculture and food production, it: vjas -necessary, to insist

on the absence of capital investments and fixed contributions as well as on the ■:

insufficiency-of.agricultural credit and exterision. It was necessary to set up -

co—operation between'various

fertilizer and."grain and for.

■groups of "countries for the.production, and supply of

the establishment of regional stocks as well as research,

training, transportation, storage and marketing. • ■"■' ■ ■

10. As far as; industry was .concerned, it was proposed/that mention should be

made of "1;he need-to define clearly national strategies and development „ _:

programmes. These "strategies' andVprogrammes should be reinforced ,by.the, estab-.

lishment-pf, organizations at] the rcgional,,level to.promote agreement, on-the- . ■
industrial policies of merater States with the view to developing basic;,industries

in .particular.' Specific aspects p'f the industrial strategies, on which"'.it', -was .

nec.eWaiy;t6 insist< In the document vrere the"following:^ the reinforcenient of ■. ...
indus^riec. Using large supplies, of labour/.'the local processing, of basic

materials, the; rble/of subsiciiary;industries, pilot factories, the integration . '

of units of production, the vertical restructuring of the .industrial sector so>s

to'avoid-vaste'y the 'establishment of backward .and forvjard linlcages ..and the " ';

development'.t>f .rural industries, small industries and industries geared to export^

In other respects, 'it'was necessary to point' but-the compremontary character of__

agriculture and industry, in' particular in the field of the^transformation of

agricultural products. * " " ' . , ..

11. It was necessary to state clearly, as'an important term of reference, the

objective decided upon by the Lima Conference"; namely,' that the share of African,

countries in world industrial production should be raised to 25 per cent

In this respect, organizations should be set up at the national and regional

levels in order,to facilitate research work and- the adaptation and transfer of ■. - ,

technology,as well_as the elimination, of. ta:: .barriers-and the establishment of .

greater marketg for-industrial products. ■ •.:_ ..■■■_ ■-
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12o It .was suggested that other modifications should "be made.: in the document coh-i

cerning; internatipnal trade, intra-African .trade, intra-African co-operation; and
co-operation "between other, countries of the third world, -;>-v: ". ' .-. :: ;■ •■." ■■'

13- It was agreed that the secretariat should prepare a definitive version of

the revised framework of principles for the'establishment of the new international

economic order in Africa; this version,should incorporate .all .the.amendments that-,

the Committee had-approved at its. thirteenth meeting and.at its .extraordinary

meeting. The definitive..-version of this document is .reproduced under the symbol ■

B/CN;i4/BCO/9p/H3 " ;"' ' \ ')i' \ :

14* After adopting-a revised framework-of principles to., "be applied by the — '"'■
secretariat in order to establish.the new."international economic order, the Executive
Committee then. examined^ the- formulation of-the programme of work- which was bif "' ■ "'-'
necessity linked to the" "new strategy. ' '■■ ' '■ . ■ .'■ •- . ■

15- The elaboration of this programme of' work was ths main item on the agenda of
the fourteenth, meeting of the. Executive Committee held "i'n Addis'Ababa from 31 May.:.
to 2 June 1976. When he presented, the project for the medium-term work programme "
1976-198r (document. E/CN,14/TECO/3l/Rev. l), drawn-up by the. secretariat, the-.'
Executive Secretary stated-that an attempt had."been made,i.n. the introduction of -.

that document to establish the necessar^.Ii.nks between the. work .programme and the
revised framework of principles. '. " ■ .'"*■'- 1 ' . ' ,. ''

16. In.explaining some of these links, the Chairman cited as an example the prog
ramme of work-'for industry B. That part of■ "the document dealt mainly'with the

strategic basic industries of a multinational nature - those 'referred to by the

revised framework of principles as well as the lima Declaration and Plan-of Action
adoptedby the second Censral Conference of UNIDO in March 197-4.- Within the-.fr'ame-

work of the portineriT part of the document;, the Division of =.Natural' Reeources \

would pay particular attention to the needs of basic p;roducts in those . industries.

It was also hoped to' study some, of th'e\ technical elements of those basic industries,
including the conditions and costs': of. transfer by means of. licensing and other '"

arrangements, while fore seeing.^.the closer examination of personnel needs arid the "

corresponding problems of supply. Given that it would be largely necessary to set

up organizations, the' ifeecutive Secretary first drew attention to a project which'
would examine the means establishing the main requirements for multinational ■

industries andr;-iuu3.tih£i/ti:ohal African corporation which would' benefit from the
help of a multinational mining and1 industrial'development bank arid the methods
which should be taken for this; the Executive Secretary then drew attention to'' "

that part of the document concerning other organizations whose establishments,

had been .agreed upon at ths Conference of Ministers'of Industry held'at Nairobi ■'
in 1975, ■-■-■■- ■ ■ ''■ '-■■ '■ ■'■" -. -■ ■'■■ . -v . -■ - ,. ..'■-.. ,- ■ ■' . ■ ■ "

17- Development .planning showed the more adequate attitude, adopted by the '■
secretariat with.vregard to a unified approach and the greatest importance attached
by the secretariat,-.to a strategic,.factor favouring accelerated development;

namely, African resources in management affairs.,-.•.;The Chairman stated, that it '

.was necessary to take that factor into consideration within the framework of the

growing importance attached to perfecting national and multinational business
consultancy services.
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.' "18* 4s>far'as; trade was concerned-, the /secretariVb rhad tried'to , take,into 'account
some of the most important recommendations .of .'the Manila .Conference and the ;Georgo-

•*■■- town^Meetings dealing for example, with ;.the grouping "of -key. imports,, multinational

■"-"- African' corporations for import- and' export' 'arid the 'development, of trade between ;■

••-: .Africa,:"^ *f*h?r 'developing regions and withSocialis't.'cpuntries. - The programme '['
•■■■-■-for intra-African' trade had "been Considerably reinforced-a~nd-among others an attempt

"was being-made to; bridge the gap /of the intra-African .trade System in the matter /
. of grants for primary products'and, national political buying,and supply. . '.'■,-

■ -19. According to the Chairman, they; were dealing with one of; the most promising,
: -important and innovative-elements in the revised programme of work;of ECA; ■/. '. ■.

20. in this regard, the extremely important documents adopted by the ECa/0AU meeting
of experts'' and-the fourth Conference of African Ministers of Trade (Algiers,. November
1975) constitute Africa's strategy and programme of action as concerns the contribution
°.f the }rade se?tor to *he development of African countries and Africa's role in the
Work :ori the establishment:of a.new international economic order, particularly, within

■ '■■'■■'■ the context of the work of -UNdTAIJ. • - .'.."•

21. The Committee then considered ,the work: programme sector by :sector.. In; the field
of agriculture, for example, where stress was placed on co-operation between ECA and
FAO, the Committee r.cted that the work programme contained various activities which
were of real importance, particularly those relating to' the supply of inputs, and

■ the promotion of integration in terms' of agricultural'activities among various coun-
;: tries or groups of countries,- The"Committee recognized that agriculture was'basic

to development in Africa. It had, however, to-be made more dynamic and as diversified
as possible if countries were to meet their own needs and thus bring about the radical

-changes that were required, particularly as far as the rural population was concerned.

; 22. ■Concerning; industrial development,, the Committee noted with satisfaction" that
- the work; programme .waa based on the recomma'ndations of the Conference of African

Ministers of ■ Industry and the guidelines worked, out by UNTDO which had. been- used by
■■'■ECA to set up a Joint Industry Division.' It was. pointed out that what was important
'"•was for African States to process their own'resources"locally. Integrated efforts had

to be made for the purposes of industrialization., "'It was absolutely essential that,
henceforth, ECA should gear its industrial development activities towards project imple-

■ ■ mentation rather than to' ne:-: studies. ' In addition, attention was drawn to the r

need for training-arid Industrial' promotion, activities, without which ho. progress would
be possible. "••-■>* ■'■ ■■■ - ■ i .-.- ■ ' ' \ ; t\ ' .. -.

2-3. In so far as industrialisation was considered the corner^tojae . of development,.
ECA was urged to carry out studies to Qvaluate industrialization in Africa.- With
regard to the provision of consultancy services, it was'suggested that ways should

be found to ensure that, to the greatest extent possible, Africans were involved in
such activities.

24. The Committee made comments on the work programme in the fields of international
trade, development planning, projections and policies, the promotion of co-operation
and economic integration, education and training, human settlements, natural resources,
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population, social development, statistics and transport, communications and tourism.

The Conmittee noted that the document as a whole was of the utmost importance since it

was aimed at improving the living conditions of the.peoples of the/African continent.

The plan of action would thus constitute 'a great leap forward for'all. African'.peoples.
However, the human and financial resources for the execution of tW programme had to
be mobilized and a precise and detailed'request had therefore been.addressed to OPEC,

..the African Development Bank and' other sources of financing including in particular the ■

Arab" Bank for Economic Development in Africa.- Concluding .the discussions on .the

revised medium-term plan1 for the years 1976-1981 (e/cN, 14/TECO/3l/Rev. 1 and Rev.l/Add.l)
the Corrjiiittea thanked the Executive Secretary for the-remarkable efforts he .had -made to

submit 'such an ambitious programme. On behalf.of the Conference of- Ministers of EGA,

the Committee approved • J;he pi air and adopted a resolution "by which.'Vir particular, it

"£2£l££*2. the Executive- Secretary to trincifD/i.-.thG .plan to'.tlio Eccno^ic-and
Social Council"; " ' ' ,

.

s ' "the Executive Secretary, to bring this vitally important
document to the attention of all African organisaiior^ ard institutions, especially
OAU, with a view both to seeking their support in promov.-.ng the implementation of
tho plan and i.-.iC;;:-;;;i:vi.:;^ J;Z:.:i resources nendedio .implement it and to eliciting

:* an expression of t.he "i:ocossr-::y political will;

"Calls d-i all th-^ competent bodies in..the United Nations, particularly the

Economic and Social Council p.i:d the Fifth..Committee of J:he General Assembly, to

provide EGA with tho additional resources it needs to implement this medium^term

. - plan in-reppeo-i; of both the period 1976-1977'and the period 1978-1931."

25-' The mobilisation of the resources required for the execution of the medium-term
plan of EGA for tb'e years 1976-1901 'seerced to be the third stage in the process of

making the secretariat more operational in the implementation of a new,international

economic order. The Executive Conmittee considered the problem at its fifteenth .meet

ing held at Algiers from 12 to 15: October 1976, It had previously been recalled" that
the secretariat' rolled on three .kinds of recourses to implcr^rrc its work programme and

'theyucrc: (a) the r.^gL'Isi- bucket of the United Natior.n; (bCbilateral eortrabudgstary
resourcesj and (c) resour'cos derived from member Governments, . .

2o. The Committee had' before it a document prepared by the secretariat on this subject
(E/CNs14/eC0/iC0j, which sunii-cirised tiie measures v/hich the Executive Secretary had
already taken-and which he intended to t^jce W response to the request mads .jjo him
in the resolution adopted by the Committee at Addis Ababa ir. June Within -the

framev/ork of measures to mobilize resources, the document showed that.the sccrotariat

of ECA had managed to set up a trust fund'for Africa in which all the. resources.
mobilised would be collected,- ' ...
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27. With regard to contributions from African countries, some member States had

"been contacted but it was\felt -that• it vias^thc job.of the ,E:xc.utivcrCQniiiitt;cc:;to

3tudy how' to.~:ob"tain tho.ibcst'.fesuLts. Attention .wad'drawn to. paragraphs. 23:.and.-ji:

24 of document E/CN. 14/ECO/lOO :v/horo it .was -indicated' that meetings .had been, held
between ECA.and the Arab Bank for' Economic Development in Africa in February, to,/.:::

finalise co-operation arrangements.under which aid would bo given to_;Africa,n . ;.. .

count"rio3_ in areas whore such.'assistance wao considered crucial. . */. ■-. ..;■,.-.■;•

20. After lengthy discussions, it; was decided that member-States-would make ;_._;-■■ ;;

voluntary contributions in cash"or. in .;kind so that- the medium—term plan could /_■;

continue;..to be-implemented; with -regard.,to the detailed costing of,each prog- f_-

rammc within the medium-term plan, it. was-said that the secretariat, was now t :■■

preparing a detailed programme for the next biennial exercise ,(1970—1979) and \
would thus be in a position to submit a detailed programme budget, by source of

financing, to-the Conference of Ministers-which was to -take place at -Kinshasa ir.

February 1.977 • '." : \ - - .... . .... j :.-.-,

29* The Executive Committee approved a draft resolution on the mobilization of . .

resources for the implementation of the ECA medium—term plan, and recommended it

for adoptio_n\-by the Conference of• Ministers: . In particular, by that resolutionj

the Conference of Ministers:, , ■ , ;_. ;,. *i

member Stat.es to make substantial .voluntary contributions to the

additional; resources required for the-.:implcmentation of. the .Qponiasion's medium— .

term plan and; work programmes in - a.; manner which v/ill enable the secretariat to

execute.the .medium—term plan and work'programmes, efficiently and,, without delayj .

"Calls upon.States members of the Commission to make their contributions in ,

cash or i-n-kind, as well,as.tlirough-technical assistance.arrangements;.- . ' . .:..

"Inyi-tcs- the Arab-Bank for Economic Development iiv.Africa.,..',in'thc spirit' of,

Afro—Arab co-operation, to give every material assistance to the secretariat of.-., ..

the Economic Commission for Africa in the implementation of the Commission's

programme of. work and, priorities". '. -.,' .: •-.. , ... ;. ■. - - ' '. -< ■, . ■;■;

30. Also at its fifteenth meeting, the Executive Committee had before it a

proposal by. thc..-socrctariat concerning the-restructuring of ...regional institutional,

machineries in Africa for economic .cc—operation ;and development;. ..It. was errplained

that the institutions of the Commission had to be reformed in order to place the

former in a. position to play .a,loading.practical role .in :thr; establishment of a:

new international, economic order,-, in Africa and the .measures, taken : so.- far 'in,- that:-.

regard v/cre outlined: the formula-tion. of the "Revised framework-of. principles-,.

for the inp!bmentation of the new international c-cor.omic order,-'iTa Africa1; ,'.\.

(E/CN. 14/ECO/9O/Rev. 3); the elaboration of a draft medium-terra plan for the years
1976 to-198l :(e/C1T.14/TEC0/31/Rcv.2)., which was bas,cd on the-rcyiEcd,:,f,ramework of
principles; the mobilization of resource's,..to which, the .-Executive Conimibtec 1-pd .-

invited.-the -E::ecutive Secretary to a'dclrccs his efforts;, and the restructuring.of .•

the secretariat of the. Commission. ... ... , ...■ .-..,.... ■ . -
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31- The latter had already led.to the creation of a Policy and Programme Co

ordination Office and a Technical Assistance Co-ordination and Operations Office;

the former Centre for Economic Co-operation had been transformed into an

Economic Co-operation Officer and those offices had been brought under the direct

supervision of the Executive Secretary,. In addition, a Division of Public

Administration, Management and Manpower had been established. Other elements of

the reform programme were the establishment o.f closer working relations with PAO

and UNIDO and the creation of new joint divisions with other-agencies such as .

UHEP, the Commission on" Transnational Corporations, HiCO and perhaps ■UNESCO and'

ILO. Moreover, studies viere under way on the restructuring of the subrcgional

offices of ECA and'on thj United Nations Multinational Interdisciplinary Develop—'

raent Advisory Teams (UKDATs), ■

32. Also, as could be"'seen from document E/CN.14/ECO/IO8, the secretariat ,■
intended to restructure the institutional and intergovernmental machinery for co

operation and development with a view to finding an effective solution to the

problems presented by the establishment of:a new international economic order.

33. The secretariat therefore suggested that the task of giving technical advice •

to the Commission should bo entrusted to a small number of sectoral conferences '

at the ministerial level- each of which would be responsible for a given develop

ment sector.' Thus, in addition to the Conference of African Ministers'of

Industry, the PAO Regional Conference for Africa, the ECA Conference of African

Ministers of Social Affairs, the Conference of-African-1 linistors of Education

and the Conference of the African Ministers of Labour/ the secretariat proposed

to initiate ministerial conferences in two other fields of activity which, it was

felt, wore equally important in the African development process; i. c. , a _ , ,.a;

Ministerial Conference*on Science and Technology and a-tlinistcrial Conference on

the Environment and Human Settlements,, It was also envisaged that each sectoral

conference at the ministerial level would bo assisted by a technical a&visqry^ ..'.

committee. ■ - • -.-"•'

34. It was suggested that the Technical Committee of Exports' should be suppressed

and replaced by a number of specialized technical committees.

35«,- The Committee welcomed the idea of such a reform and suggested that it should

be drawn to the" attention of the Conference of Ministers.

36. In the course of its fifteenth meeting, the Committee also dealt with the

question of the creation of an African Centre for Advanced Public Policy Analysis

and Strategic Studies. The reasons for creating the centre were set out in

document E/CN. 14/ECO/lOle ■ ■...:■■• -

37. Attention was drawn to two recent developments. First, the Declaration and

Programme of Action on Economic Co—operation among Developing Oountrics, adopted

by the African Ministers of Trade at- their meeting at Addis Ababa in September

1976, who, with regard to co-operation in research, had recommended the
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establishment of a data bank on the problems of development of the region and the
periodic publication of all the necessary information that would ensure understand
ing and provide solutions to those problems. The second development IiaO boon
the establishment in IIe:dco of the Centre for Economic and Social Studies of the
Third World. Those two developments wore enough to cause African Governments to
thinly seriously and quickly of the need to develop an indigenous capability to
identify, define, examine, evaluate and monitor social, economic, Political,
technological and other,issues, both immediate and future, likely to confront
African countries in their development efforts within the conte;:t of a changing
■African and world economic situation*

38. The Committee considered the secretariat's proposal at length and decided that
the proposed centre was of strategic importance for Africa and that its realiza
tion should be pursued. At the same time, member States should be kcv>t fully
informed of progress in the project relating to the creation of the proposed
centre so that they would be ready to consider it in greater dcoth at the
Kinshasa Conference of Ministers.

39. The questions mentioned above arc those on which the Executive Committee
has concentrated during the last two years, although it has never failed to show
interest m many other questions such as, for example, the food situation in
Africa, assistance to drought-stricken African countries, the Survoyh of
Economic and Social Conditions in Africa and the creation of a rc-ional remote
sensing satellite ground receiving, data processing and training centre in
Africa, etc,

40. A detailed account of the Executive Committee's meetings in the last two
following documents: E/CN. 14/647 - E/CN. I4/ECO/03
- E/Ctf. 14/653 - E/CN. I4/ECO/98 -Is/

41. On behalf of all those concerned, I should like to errtend my heart-'felt
thanks to ,ir Adebayo Adodoji, the Executive Secretary, and to all his colleagues
for the excellent work that has been done in the service of the development
objectives of our countries, in the service of Africa, and in accordance with the
purposes and principles of the United nations, the Organization of African
unity, the Non-aligned Movement and the Group of 77.

42. On behalf of the Executive Committee, I thank you for your kind attention.




